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Using standard results on CAR- and CCR-theory and on representation theory of the
Poincare group a direct way to construct nets of local C* -algebras satisfying Haag-Kastler's
axioms is given. No explicite use of any field operator or of any concrete representation of
the algebra is made. The nets are associated to models of mass m :2: 0 and arbitrary spin
or helicity. Finally, Fock states satisfying the spectrality condition are specified.

1. Introduction

The aim of the present paper is to give an abstract construction of a causal and
covariant net of local C*-algebras [1, 2] associated to free massive and massless models with arbitrary spin and helicity, respectively. The net will be constructed directly,
i.e. no field operator or any concrete representation of the algebra will be used explicitly. (Compare with the approach in [3].) The quantization procedure does not use
any underlying classical theory either. For this reasons we will call the result of this
construction a free net. Its relation to the standard net of von Neumann algebras
obtained from the free fields is still open.
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The construction we propose is based on the well-known facts from the CARand CCR-theory [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and on standard results of the classification of the
unitary irreducible representation (UIR) of the Poincare group [9, to]. Indeed, one
can interpret certain combinations of the Hilbert spaces associated to the parameters {m 2: 0, s, ±} as the reference spaces of CAR- and CCR-algebras. Then, the
local algebras that satisfy Haag-Kastler's axioms are specified as C' -subalgebras of
the CAR- and CCR-algebras constructed before. In this construction all spins (or
helicities) are treated at the same formal level, so that no concrete spin or helicity
degree is emphasized. Within the same strategy alternative construction procedures
for the net of local algebras were defined and compared in [11], [12] and [13].
The paper is organized in 9 sections: In Section 2 the construction of local algebras associated to fermionic and bosonic models, that satisfy Haag-Kastler's axioms,
is reduced to the construction of certain nets of linear submanifolds of the respective
reference spaces.
Part A corresponds to the study of massive models. In Section Al the first definitions that characterize the concrete models are given and some technical lemmas
are proved. In Section A2 the CAR- and CCR-algebras for the models are constructed, and in Section A3 the two main theorems of existence of the nets of linear
submanifolds for the Fermi and Bose models are stated and proved. In the next
section Fock states for these models are defined for which the spectrality condition
is satisfied.
Part B analyses the massless models: In Section B.l we describe some pecularities
of the representation theory of massless models. We also present some results concerning the theory of induced representations. In Section B.2 the factor spaces S)~
are constructed and some of its properties are proved. These spaces are associated to massless models with complementary helicities. In the next section the causal
and covariant nets associated to fermionic and bosonic models are constructed. In
the concluding section Fock states satisfying the spectrality condition are defined for
these cases.
2. Nets of local linear submanifolds of the reference spaces
It is a well-known result that once a complex Hilbert space hF and an anti-unitary involution r on hF are fixed, then an algebraically unique C*-algebra can be
constructed. It is denoted by CAR(h F , r) [4]. Analogously, CCR(hB,iT) denotes the
algebraically unique C'-algebra over a real-linear space hB, where a non-degenerated symplectic form iT is defined [8]. It is therefore natural to construct a net of
local algebras using a certain net of linear submanifolds of the respective spaces.
The precise properties that the net of linear submanifolds must satisfy in order to
generate a correct net of local algebras are stated in this section.
We denote by 0, 0 1 , O 2 C ]R4 open and bounded subsets of the Minkowski space

and by ~~ the universal covering group of the proper orthochronous component of
the Poincare group. The construction of the local algebras will be based on the
following facts (see e.g. [7, p. 140 ff.]):
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• Let r be an anti-unitary involution on a complex Hilbert space hF and let
(1)
be a net of complex-linear submanifolds of h F. VF is a strongly continuous unitary
representation of ~~ on hF with rVp(g) = VF(g)r. Assume that for any 0, 0
O 2 the following properties are satisfied:

1

and

(O)F MF(O) is r-invariant (i.e. r MF(O) C .1HF(O)),
(I)F 0 1 ~ O 2 implies M F (OI) ~ M F (02),
(II)F MF(gO) = VF(g)MF(O), 9 E ~~,
(I1I)F 01..l02 implies M F(01)..lMF(02),
where 01..l02 means that 0 1 and O 2 are spacelike separated, and M F (01)_Lil1F(02)
means that Mp(OJ) and M F (02) are orthogonal in h F • Let £:2 = {~,e}, where ~ is the
identical automorphism and e := 0'19 is the Bogoliubov automorphism of CAR(h F , r)
which corresponds to rJep := -ep. As usual A(ep), ep E hF' denote the "canonical
generators" of CAR(h F , r). B'i22 means a fixed point subalgebra of B w.r.t. the automorphism group £:2. Then the algebras
(2)
form an isotone, covariant and causal net of C*-algebras, i.e. for any 0, 0 1 and O2
one has:
(i)F 0 1

~

O 2 implies 04(0 1 )

~

04(0 2 ),

(ii)F A(gO) = O'gA(O), 9 E ~~,
(iii)F 01..l02 implies that A(Ch) and 04(0 2 ) commute elementwise,
where O'g denotes the Bogoliubov automorphism that corresponds to VF(g) .
• Let a(·,·) be a non-degenerated symplectic form on a real-linear space hB. Let
(3)
be

~et

of real-linear submanifolds of hB and let VB be a symplectic representation

of ~~. Assume that for any 0, 0 1 and O2 the following conditions are satisfied:

(I)B 0 1

~

O 2 implies M B (OI) ~ M B (02),

(II)B MB(gO) = VB(g)MB(O), 9 E ~~,
(I1I)B 01..l02 implies M B(OJ)..lMB(02),
where M I3 (01)l..MB(02) means that MB(Od and M B(02) are symplectic orthogonaL
As usual Weep), ep E hB, denote the "Weyl elements" of CCR(h B , a). In this case the
algebras
AB(O):= C*({WCep): ep E MB(O)})

(4)
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form an isotone, covariant and causal net of C*-algebras, i.e. for any 0, 0 1 and O 2 one
has:
(i)n 0 1 ~ O 2 implies A(OI) ~ A(02)'
(ii)8 A(gO) = QgA(O), g E ~~,
(iii)B Od-D2 implies that A(O!) and A(02) commute elementwise,
where

Q

g

denotes the Bogoliubov automorphism that corresponds to VB(g).

REMARK: By these propositions the problem of constructing covariant and causal
nets of local C*-algebras (within the framework of CAR- and CCR-theory) is shifted to
the construction of corresponding nets of linear submanifolds of the reference spaces.

Part A: The massive case (m> 0)
A.I. Representations, embeddings and their mutual relations
We consider the following representations of ~~ on CO(~4, H) and on h m
L2(H;" H, fL(dp»:

where g

=

(T1 (g)f)(x):= DAf(AA 1 (x-a))

for

(VI (g) lP)(p) := e- ipa DAy? (A::;lp)

for

(V2 (g) lP)(p):=

for

(A, a) E ~ ~

=

eiP"DAlP (A::;lp)
SL (2, q ®~4, A

representation of SL (2, q over H : = Sym

f---t

(0 ([2)

DA

(5)
:P E hm,

(6)
(7)

:

=

£A

is a finite-dimensional

Ofl the type (n, 0) and AA is the

corresponding Lorentz transformation for the matrices ±A E SL (2, q. With respect to
the scalar product
(:p, 'l/J)rJ+:=

J (lP(p), !3+(p) 1jJ(P)hi fL(dp)

for all

:p,1jJ E hm'

(8)

11t,
the representations VI and V2 are unitary and irreducible, where

(9)
and

a!1

are the Pauli matrices, i.e.

lSym denotes the symmetrization operator.
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ao ==

1'
( 100)

al

==

(01 01) '

a2

==

(0 -i)
0'
i

a3

(10 -10) .

==

(10)

LEMMA ALL VI and V2 are anti-unitarily equivalent, i.e. there exists an anti-linear
mapping (unique up to a phase) T I : hrn ---> hrn that satisfies (Tltp, TI'l/J)(J+ == (V), ;);1+
for all tp, '4) E h m and TI VI == V2 T I •
Proof: Let To be an anti-unitary involution on 1i. Define E : == ( _ ~ ;)) E SU (2)

and HI) :== (m + P)/ v2m(m

+ Po),

where P ==

L PilaW

By direct computation it can

I'

be shown that TI : == D H p DE/ ToD ll; 1 satisfies all the mentioned properties.
The uniqueness (up to a phase) of TI is a consequence of the irreducibility of
•
":l and 112.
REMARK A1.2: The existence of Tl is based on the fact that the self-representation and the conjugate representation of SU (2) are equivalent. E is precisely the
unitarity intertwining between both representations. For massless models the corresponding little group will not have this property, so that the following construction
of Fermi models in Section A2 can not be extended directly in order to include the
massless case. (Compare with the definition of T in Subsection B.3.2.l.)
The proof of the covariance property of the net (see (II)I3.F in the preceding
section) will be based on the following
REMARK A1.3: The linear embeddings J±:
(J±J) (p) :== j(±p),2 satisfy the equations

Ci)(]R4,H)

hm' defined by

--->

for all

9 E

~~.

(11 )

The causality (see (III)13,F in the preceding section) of the net will be based on
the following result:
LEMMA Al.4. Let x E]R4 be a spacelike vector (i.e. x 2 == .r~ With the notation of the beginning of this section one has

J (e ipx - e-ipX)fh(p) JL(dp)

== 0,

xi -

x§ - x~ < 0).

n even,

(12)

n odd.

(13)

H~

J (e

'PT

+ e- ipX )8+(p) JL(dp) == 0,

Il~

2The hat - means the Fourier transformation restricted to the positive mass shell

Hr;'.
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Proof: It is well-known that for x 2 < 0 the two-point function

Ll(x) == I e- ipx JL(dp)

(14)

H;;'
is an even C= function, i.e. Ll(x) == Ll(-x) (see [15, pp. 71 and 107]). Let a be a
multi-index and lal :== ao + al + a2 + a3. Then
olalLl I == (_i)a O -a t -a 2 -a 3

ox a

x

Ipa e- ipx JL(dp)
H~

. an {even function, if lal is even
odd function, if lal is odd.

IS

(15)

But from Eqs. (9) it follows that the matrix elements of f3+(p) are homogeneous polynomials of degree n in Pw 3 Equations (12) and (13) are therefore true.
Although in the massless case (m == 0) f3+(P) has a different form than in Eq. (9)
(see Section B.2.1), analogous equations as in (12) and (13) can be proved for m == 0
using the same arguments as above, since the corresponding matrix elements are, again,
•
homogeneous polynomials of degree n in Pw

A.2. CAR- and CCR-algebras
A.2.t. The Fermi case
As the complex Hilbert space we consider hF :== h m EFl h m with the scalar product
defined by (CP,1/J)F :== (CPl,1/Jl){3+ + (CP2, 1/J2){3+' for all cP == CPl EFl CP2, 1jJ == 1/Jl EFl 1/J2 E h F·
Using the expression for r 1 given in the proof of Lemma A.l.I, we define on hF the
following involution: r (CPl EFl CP2) :== r l- l cp2 EFl r l CPl, which satisfies all the required
properties (i.e. r is anti-linear, r 2 == 1 and (rcp, r1/J)F == (7jJ, CP)F' for all cp,1jJ E h F).
CAR(h F , r) is therefore uniquely given.

A.2.2. The Bose case
We interpret hB :== h m EFl h m as a real-linear space with a non-degenerate form
defined by
(16)
The symplectic form is o{,') :== Im(·, ')B' CCR(h B , CT) is then uniquely determined.
3(n,0) characterizes the representation D (see the beginning of this section).
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A.3. Existence theorems for local algebras

We define an embedding J: CO'(]R4,1t)

-+

hF,B by J := J+ Efl J_ (see Re-

mark Al.3) and the representations of iiJ~ on hF,B by VF,B(g) := V1 (g) Efl V2(g).
A.3.l. The Fermi case

Define a net of linear submanifolds of hF by

]R4 ~ 0

f----+

MF(O) := spanpj:

for each open and bounded region 0
LEMMA

C

A3.l. The equations rVF(g)

j E Co (]R4, 'H), suppj cO},

(17)

IR4.

=

VF(g)r and JTl(g)

VF(g P are valid

for all g E iiJ~.
Proof: These statements are direct consequences of the definitions of r, rI, VF
•
and T I .
THEOREM A3.2. The net 0
(III)F of Section 2.

f--+

MF(O) satisfies the properties (O)F, (I)F, (II)F and

Proof: To prove (O)F, we start with the case n = I. With this assumption and
using the definitions of Hp and E (see proof of Lemma ALl) we get
(18)

and r l-

1

= - rl.

(Here, the exponent t denotes the transposition of the matrix.)

A straightforward calculation shows that for all J 1 E l\.1p( 0), with

rJI

1

=

(j~),

= Jh, where

and therefore Jh E MF(O). This fact, together with the standard properties of
the symmetrization operator on ®C 2 and of the embeddings J+, J_, assure the
r-invariance of MF(O) for arbitrary n.
The isotony property (I)F is trivial from the definition of the net. To check the
covariance, define for any JI E MF(O) an element k := Tl(g)j E CO'(IR4, 'H) such that
suppk c gO. We have VF(gPI = JTI(g)j = Jk. To prove the other inclusion, define
for any Jk E MF(gO) an element 1 := TI(g-l)k E CO'(]R4, 1t) such that suppj c O.
In this case it can easily be verified that Jk = VF(g)Jj. Finally, Lemma A3.1 assures
the covariance of the net.
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To prove the causality property, choose Jj and Jh such that suppj ..lsupph. We have

J (f<-p),{3+(p)h(-P))h Jl(dp).

(J-j,J_hl(J+ ==

(19)

H~

Therefore

(Jj,Jhl F ==

J (J eHt,.

iPX

j(x)d 4x,{3+(p)

[R4

J e-iPYh(Y)d4y)
;pA

Jl(dp) +
h

•

from Eq. (13).
Following Section 2 we have
THEOREM A.3.3. The net of C* -algebras defined by

(21)

satisfies the properties (i)F! (ii)F and (iii)F.
A.3.2. The Bose case

In an analogous way we define the net of linear submanifolds of h[>, by
JR;4 :=>

0

f---4

Mn(O) :== span {Jj: j E CO(IR 4 , 'H), suppj cO} ,

(22)

for each open and bounded region 0 C IR4.
LEMMA A.3.4. The equations O"(Vn(g)'P, Vn(g)7jJ) == O"('P,7fJ) and JT1(g) == Vn(g)J are

valid for any 9 E 1iJ~ and 'P,7fJ E hn·
Proof: These statements are direct consequences of the definitions of
and T 1 .
THEOREM A.3.5. The net 0
of Section 2.

\----+

0",

VB
•

MB(O) satisfies the properties (I)B, (II)B and (III)I3

Proof: The isotony property is again trivial. The covariance (11)8 can be verified
using Lemma A.3.4 and analogous arguments as in Theorem A.3.2.
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For the causality (III)B choose JJ and Jh such that suPpJ ..lsupph. We have

J ( J e-

(JJ, Jh)B =

ipx

4
J(x)d x, $+(p)

~

H!

J e-

ipy

h(y)d4y )

Il(dp)H

p4

- J (J eiP.TJ(x)d4x,(3+(p) J eiPYh(y)d4y)
H:

~

0

Il(dp)
H

J J (J(x), [ J (eip(:r- y) - e- iP (2,-y))(3+(P)Il(dP)] h(Y)
!r'.~

J:.

}{~

4

d4xd 4 y = 0,

(23)

H

using Eq, (12):cI

_

Again following Section 2 we have
THEOREM

A.3.6. The net of C*-algebras defined by
1R4::) 0

f---)

AB(O):= c* ({W(f):

J E MB(O)})

(24)

satisfies the properties (i)B, (ii)B and (iii)g.
A.4. Fock states and spectrality condition
Since the representations Vl and Vz (from which the transformations VF,B that
generate Bogoliubov automorphisms can be constructed) are anti-unitarily equivalent,5
it is natural to ask if there exists a Fock state for which the spectrality condition is
satisfied. To answer affirmatively this question, it will be useful in the Fermi case to
characterize the Fock states via basis projections (see [4] for a complete exposition
of the concept of a basis projection in the context of CAR-algebras). In the Bose
case the Fock state will be characterized by an internal complexification J of the
real vector space hI3 (see e.g. [7, Section 8.2.4]).

A.4.1. The Fermi case
Let a g , g E 1f3~, denote th~ogoliubov automorphism generated by VF(g). Then
the tupel (CAR(hF,r), aC')' 1f3~) is a C*-system [7]. We are interested in a Fock
state such that O:g is unitarily implementable and such that the unitarities implementing aa, a E 1R 4 , satisfy the spectrality condition (see also [16]).
Define the following operator on h F : P(tp EB ~,) := tp EB 0 for all tp EB 1/J E h F .
1At this point a simple confirmation of the spin-statistics theorem is possible. Indeed, if one tries to
construct CAR-algebras over hE, the corresponding net will not satisfy the causality property since n is
even. Analogous problems with the causality appear if one defines CCR-algebras over hF.
"This means, for example, that specVF(g) is symmetric.
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LEMMA A.4.1. P

is a basis projection, i.e. P +

rPr

==

:n,

that commutes with VF.

Proof: The statements are direct consequences of the definitions of P,

r, r l

_

md~.

The Hilbert space SJp, associated to the representation 7rp characterized by the basis
projection P, is the antisymmetric part of the Fock space constructed from Ph F s:! hm.
THEOREM A.4.2.

The automorphisms a 9 , 9 E !fJ~, are unitarily implementable on

SJ p, i. e. there exists a strongly continuous unitary representation Q (_) of!fJ ~ on SJ p such
that
for all
(25)
X E CAR(hF' r).
Furthennore, for all a E

]R.4, Qa

satisfies the spectrality condition.

Proof: The necessary and sufficient condition for a Bogoliubov automorphism a g
generated by VF(g) to be unitarily implementable is that PVF(g)(ll-P) belongs to the
Hilbert-Schmidt class on hF (see [4, p. 77D. But in our case PVF(g)(ll -P) == 0 and 0
is trivially a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.

Since VF is a unitary representation of !fJ~ that commutes with rand P, it is clear
that the associated Bogoliubov automorphisms a 9 leave the Fock state invariant. (For an
explicit expression of the Fock state associated to the basis projection P see [4, Eqs. 2.17
and 2.18].) Therefore, the uniqueness of the GNS-construction yields the uniqueness
of Qg. But a direct computation shows that the second quantization of VI (g) satifies
Eq. (25) on the set of finite particle vectors. Therefore Q9 == II m( m
n:;'I

0 VI (g)).

For a E ]R.4, we have that Vi (a) satisfies the spectrality condition on the one-particle
Hilbert space hm. This implies that Q9 satisfies the spectrality condition on the Fock
space SJ p (see also [4, Appendix CD.
_
A.4.2. The Bose case

As i~e preceding section we have (CCR(hB,O"),

a(_),

!fJ~) as a C'-system, where

a g , 9 E !fJ~, denotes the Bogoliubov automorphisms generated by VB(g). Again, we are
interested in a Fock state where the spectrality condition is satisfied.
LEMMA A.4.3. A real-linear mapping defined by J (tpl mt(2) := (itpr) m(-itp2) is an
internal complexification on hB (i.e. J satisfies J2 = -:n, O"(tp, J'lj;) = -O"(Jtp, 'lj;) and
dtp, Jtp) :::: 0 for all tp, 'lj; E hB). J induces a real-valued scalar product s(·,·) and a
complex scalar product k(·, .). Finally, the estimate 100(tp,ljJ)1 S; IItplls ·1I'lj;lIs holds, where
11 . lis denotes a nonn induced by s.

Proof: The equations J2 = - II and O"(tp, J'lj;) = -cr(Jtp, 'lj;) are easy to verify.
Furthermore, s(tp, tp) := O"(tp, Jtp) = (tpl,tpl)j3+ + (tp2,tp2)f3+ ::::: 0 for all tp == tpI mtp2
E hB.
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From the polarization formula for real scalar products one has s(rp, 1jJ) = drp, J1jJ)
and k(rp,1jJ) = s(rp, 1jJ) + ilJ(rp, 1jJ) = (rpl,1jJI)(J+ + (1jJ2,rp2)(1+. (Note that ik(rp,7b)
= k(rp, J1jJ) for all rp,1jJ E hB.)
Finally, for any rp,1jJ E hB the estimate
(26)

•

concludes the proof.

REMARK A.4.4: As the complex structure on hE is completely determined by J,
one has to adapt to this case the usual definition of infinitesimal generator of a
unitary (with respect to k) group U(t). Concretely, one defines

-JArp:= lim U(t)rp - rp
t

t-+O

for all rp such that the limit exists.

(27)

We extend J to the whole symmetric Fock space Fs(h E) constructed from (hE, k) as
usual
JO := i,
(28)

I n (rpl

@ ... @

:= (Jrpd

@

rpn)
rp2 181 ... 181 rpn = ... = rpll8l···18I rpn-I

for all rpl E hB, l = 1, ... , n. Therefore,

J:=

@

(Jrpn),

Efl I n defines a complexification on

n:;o.O

Fs(h B). Note, nevertheless, that in general (irp)l8I1jJ =I rpl8l(i1jJ), rp,1jJ E hB, since the
construction of the tensor product uses the complex structure given by J.
THEOREM A.4.S. The automorphisms O:g, 9 E I,p~, are unitarily implementable on
the Fock space Fs(h E ) and the unitarities implementing the translation group JR.4
satisfy the spectrality condition.
Proof: The complexification J defined in Lemma A.4.3 characterizes a Fock state
of CCR(hB,IJ) through the generating functional cjJ(rp):= e-ill'PII;, rp E hB. But since
VE(g) is unitary (with respect to k) on the one-particle Hilbert space (hE, k), it is

clear that the Bogoliubov automorphisms O:g, 9 E I,p~, leave the Fock state invariant. The implementability of O:g is therefore guaranteed by the uniqueness of the
GNS-construction. The unitarities that implement O:g are unique.
Denote by Qg the second quantization of VB(g) on FsChB). We will prove that
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where 7r J denotes the Fock representation associated with J. It is sufficient to verify
Eq. (29) on a total set of :rAh B) for the Weyl elements of CCR(h B, 0-). But in this case a
straightforward calculation shows that Eq. (29) is satisfied on the set of coherent vectors

{'P E :rAh B): 'P = (1,~, ~(~ ® ~), ... ) ,w E hB }, which is total in Fs(h B) (see [17,
Chapter 2]).
Finally, taking into account Remark A.4.4, one also has that the infinitesimal generator of the time translation Po and the square of the infinitesimal generator of the
spacetime translations p2 are positive operators on the one-particle Hilbert space. Concretely, one has (Po'P)(P) = Po'P(P) and (p2'P)(P) = m 2 'P(p), This implies that the second
•
quantization of VB(g) (i.e. Qg) satisfies the spectrality condition (see [15, p. 63]).

Part B: The massless case (m

= 0)

B.l. Representation theory for massless models
The VIR of I,p~ can be obtained from the well-known theory of induced representations (see Chapters 2 and 3 of [18] for a neat summary or the standa~references [10], [19] and [9]). The strategy is to "induce" the VIR of the whole I,p~ from a
finite-dimensional unitary representation of a certain subgroup of the symmetry group
I,p~. A characteristic feature of massless models, in contrast to massive ones, is that
the corresponding little group is non-compact and therefore certain representations of
the little group which are physically motivated have to be selected (see [10, p. 202]).
Precisely, the little group of the character Xq with q = (1,0,0,1) is (see [20, p. 162]):6

(30)
It can also be shown that 1,p~/.iS is diffeomorphic to the orbit C+ := {p E ]R.4:

p2

= 0,

Po> O}, where .is:= .1@]R.4. Let Sj := L2(C+, J-Lo(dp», where J-Lo(dp) = d3 p/po is
the invariant measure on C+. On Sj we have the following irreducible representation of
I,p~ that satisfies the spectrality condition:

(31)
where (A, a) E I,p ~ and n /2 is the helicity of the model. 7 The matrices Hp
satisfy the equation:

E

SL (2, q

6The corresponding little group associated to the character Xq with q = (m, 0, 0, 0), m > 0, is SU (2),
which is a compact subgroup of SL (2, C).
7The representation UI is unitary for the usual L2 ·scalar product (<p,'W) = fc+ <p(p)1jJ(p) l1o(dp).
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H
P

(2° °0)

H*
P

=(

P where P

= ,

Po

PI

+ ~3 PI - iP2 ) = "'"' P,,(J ,
+ ZP2 Po - P3
L
,., /1

(32)

/1

by convention (10).
REMARK B.l.1: Notice that the Hp matrices are not uniquely determined by
Eq. (32), as we can always use H~ = HpL, with L E .:1 instead of the original
Hp. Although the matrix H;I AHA - , depends on the choice of the Hp matrix, it
p

A

is easy to see that the matrix elements (H;I AHr

)ll and (H;I AHA -1

A'P A P

h2

do not

change if we use H~ instead of Hp. A possible solution of Eq. (32) is

=

H
p

1

( -

V2po(po + P3)

VPO

(Po + P3)

PI

~2

)

yPO

r:n::: ( +.)
Po + P3
-yPO
PI ZP2 - - - -

(33)

.

VPO

U sing the polar decomposition and denoting P = (Po, p) we can write

= U*(p)

Hp

H,

(34)

where
H

=

° °

(p~

1

p~2

),

U(p)

=

v2lpl(lpl1 + P3) (

-(Ipl

~ P3)

PI + ZP2

-PI + iP2
-(Ipl + P3)

).

(35)

H represents a boost in the x3-direction with the velocity V3 = c(P6 - 1)/(P6 + 1),
and U (p) represents a rotation of the reference frame that transforms a 4-vector
P = (PO,PI,P2,P3) into a 4-vector (Po,O,O,Po) (see [19, p. 65]).
REMARK

(~ ~),

B.l.2: For A =
e- ~1J(A,p)

= (H- I AH

-1

p

AA P

ad - be = 1, we can compute explicitly

h2 =

-b(pI + ip2) + d(po + P3) .
I - b(PI + ip2) + d(po + P3)1

Standard properties of the map B: SL (2, q x C+

---->

(36)

IR are:

(i) B(ll, p) = 0.
(ii) B(A, p) = B(A, p).
(iii) B(AB, p) = B(A, p) + B(B, A:4 l p),
where A, B E SL (2, q, P E C+. The properties (i)-(iii) can be established without
knowing the explicit expression of e- ~li(A,p) (see [21]). Furthermore, the following
properties are true:
(iv) Let A :=

(~ ~-I

)

E

SL (2, q, with c E IC and a> 0. Then B(A, p) =

all P E C+. In general, for b = bl + ib 2 and d

°

for

= d l + id 2,
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ker 0 = {(A, p) E SL (2, q x (C+ \ {O}) : A = ( :

(Po + P3)d 2
(v) For all Po > 0,

!),

= bIP2 + b2PI, (Po + P3)d l > blPI - b2P2 }.

= d/ld!-

eill(A, (po,O,O,±po))

not depend on Po. Furthermore, let A:=

(37)

Therefore, O(A, (Po,O,O,±po» does

(~ ~-I

)

E SL (2, q,

then eil1 (A,

p)

= lal/a

for all pE C+.
B.2. The factor spaces .f)~ and related topics
B.2.1. An isometry between two possible representation spaces
In order to prove the causality and covariance of the net of local C* -algebras, it is
more useful to work with the tripel (.f)~, V;, (-,. )~), instead of the tripe I (.f), UI , (-,.»
defined in the preceding section. We show that the spaces (.f)~, (-, .)~) and (.f), (-,.»
are isometric and that the respective representations are unitarily equivalent. The tripe I

( .f)~,

V;, (', .)~+) will be constructed in this section.

First consider .f)(n) := L2(C-+; H, JLo(dp», where H is the Hilbert space of dimension
n + 1 associated with the spinor representation of SL (2, q of type (n,O) and define the
sesquilinear form

('P,1/J)(3+:=

J ('P(P) , /3+(p) 1/J(p)h{ JLo(dp),

(38)

c+

with the conventionS
n

/3+(P) := D p + =

® p+

Define also the representation VI on

and
.f)(n)

(39)

by:
g

which leaves the sesquilinear form

(-")(3+

= (A, a) E I,p~,

(40)

invariant.

REMARK B.2.1: Notice that detP+ = 0, so that (-,.) (3+ is semi-definite 9 for n 2: 1.
This confirms a general theorem of Barut and R~czka. As a consequence of the fact that
8Compare with Eq. (9) for the massive case.
gIn standard physical literature expressions like "indefinite form" or "indefinite metric" can also be
found.
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the little group associated to mass less models is solvable, connected and non-compact,
the sesquilinear form (-,.) f3+ must necessarily be semi-definite. See [22] for details.
B.2.1.1. The neutrino case n
LEMMA

B.2.2. For n

(i) 11'P11f3+

=1

=1

(s

(Le. 1i

=0

=

D

= ([2) and denoting 'P = ('PI, 'P2) E S:J~) we
= (PI - ip2) 'P2(P) a.e. for /ko(dp).

have

iff (Po - P3) 'Pl(P)
(ii) S:J~) = S:J~) EB S:J~), where

S:J~) = span{ip = ('PI, 'P2)
S:J~) = span{ip = ('PI, 'P2)

E

E

S:J~):

(Po + P3) 'Pl(P)

S:J~):
<:;'

(Po - P3) 'Pl(P)
'=

~J+.

= (-PI + ip2) 'P2(P)},

(41)

= (PI - ip2) 'P2(P)} ,

(42)

<:;(1)/<:;(0)

~J+

~J+'

(43)

Proof: (i) A straightforward calculation shows that

II'PII~+

= ('P,'P)f3+ =

J Iv'PO-P3 'Pl(P)

(44)

c+

(ii) We have
(45)
(46)

Now, for any 7jJ E S:J~) and any P E C+ the vector 7jJ(P) E 1i is an eigenvector
Ih(P) with eigenvalue Po. The elements of S:J~) are eigenvectors with eigenvalue
We can decompose a vector of S:J~) in a unique way into a direct sum of vectors
S:J~) and S:J~).

of
O.
of

•

B.2.3. Using the preceding notation the following statements are true:
(i) S:J~) is VI-invariant.

LEMMA

(ii) VI leaves the 11· 11f3+ -norm of the elements in S:J~) invariant, but the space
S:J ~) itself is not VI -invariant.
(iii) In each coset lO ['P]+ E S:J~ there exists a unique representative 'P(» E ['P]+
with 'P(» E S:J~).
lOThe bracket [·1+ denotes the equivalence class with respect to the semi-definite sesquilinear form
(-,.) /3+'
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Proof: (i) This follows from the fact that VI leaves (.,.) (3+ invariant. This statement can be also confirmed explicitly: if we define a(p) := (PI - ip2)/(PO - P3) and pi
l
:= Ji:4 p, then for rp(p) = ( a(~I~I)(P) ) we have

'l/J(p) := (VI(g) rp)(p)

= e- ipa (ca(p') + d)
= (aa(p') + b) / (ca(p') + d).

with 'l/JI (p)

1=

= ( a(~I~I)(P)

(47)

) ,

rpl (pi) and where we have used the relation a(p)

(ii) Define 'l/J := VI(g) rp, rp E SJ~) and 9 E !f1~, and confirm that {3(p)'l/J(p)
Po 'l/J(p). This shows that, although 11'l/J11(3+ = Ilrpll,6+, the function 'l/J must be gene-

rally written as 'l/J = 'l/J(» Efl'l/J(O) with 'l/J(» E SJ~) and 'l/J(O) E SJ~).
(iii) is a consequence of Lemma B.2.2 (ii).

•

DEFINITION B.2.4. We define on SJ~ a representation V; of!f1~ and the sesquilinear

form (-,.) ~+ by
(48)

([rp]+, ['l/J]+)~+:=

J (rp(p), {3+(p)'ljJ(p»'H JLo(dp).

(49)

c+

REMARK B.2.5:

V;

and (-, .)~+ are well defined (i.e. they do not depend on repre-

sentatives of the equivalence class). Furthermore, (.,.) ~3+ defines a scalar product on
SJ~ with respect to which

[VI (g) rp]+

V;

is unitary. Indeed, from Lemma B.2.3 (ii) it follows that

= [VI(g)(rp + rp(O»]+
(rp(P)

for any rp(O) E SJ~). The equation

+ rp(O) (p), {3+(p)('l/J(p) + "p(O)(p»)'H = (rp(p),{3+(p)"p(p»'H

(50)

also holds for any "p(O), rp(O) E SJ~), so that (-,. )~+ is well defined.
THEOREM B.2.6. For n

=1

a linear map p+:

defined by (P+rp)(p):= [Hp (

rp~p)

the representations (i.e. p +UI

V; p +).

=

)

t.

(SJ, UI , C·»

-+

(SJ~, V;, (-,.)~+),

rp E Sj, is an isometry that commutes with

Proof: Notice that
H p ( rp(p)
0 )-
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is the representative of [Hp (

<p~)

) ] + in Sj¥:). It is easy to see that tP + is a bijection

between Sj and Sj~. Furthermore,
(51 )

where we used the relation

Jh (p) = (Hp I

r (~
straightforward. Let g

The proof that tP + intertwines between UI

= (A, a) E 1lJ~

and further

(V; (g)4i +

<p) (P) =
=

where we used
COROLLARY

H(.) (

'lj;~.)

B.2.7.

V;

L
<P(A~lp) L'

[e- ipa Hp (H;I AHA::;lP) ( <P(A~lp) )

) E

[e- iPa (H;I AHA::;lP)
Sj~)

for all 'lj;

22

Hp (

)

(53)

E Sj.

•

acts irreducibly on Sj~.

B.2.1.2. The case of arbitrary helicity
The image of <P E Sj~n) is of the form <pep)

= Sym (<PI(P) ® ... ® <Pn(P)), where
0 c2 . From

<PI E Sj~) for l = 1, ... , n, and Sym is the symmetrization operator on
Lemma B.2.3 (iii) we can decompose the image of each <PI E Sj~) in
<P1(P) ::: ( -PI++ i P2 ) al(P)
Po

P3

+ (PI - i P2 ) f31(P),
Po - P3

l

= 1, ... , n.

(54)

Therefore,
(55)

where IIR (ab f31,p) 11i3+
definition:
DEFINITION

=0

(see Eg. (38)). The preceding lines motivate the following

B.2.8. Let (.,.) i3+ be the sesquilinear form defined in Eq. (38)

Sj~!n:= span{<p

E

Sj~):

(<p'<P)i3+

= O},

(56)
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for some function

x} ,
(57)
(58)

REMARK B.2.9: Note that:
(i) For n = 1 we recover the definitions (41), (42) and (43), respectively.
(ii) As in the case n = 1 we can find in each coset [cp]+ E Sj~,n a unique representative cpC» E [cp] + with cpC» E SjC».
+,n We have Sj(n)
+ = Sj(»
+,n EB Sj(O)
+,n .
LEMMA B.2.1O. Let VI be defined as in (40). Then Sj~!n is VI-invariant, while Sj~~
is not VI -invariant.

•

Proof: Apply Lemma B.2.3 to each component of the tensor product.

DEFINITION B.2.11. We define on Sj~,n representations V; of l.l3~ and a sesquilinear
form (', .)~+:
(59)

V; (g)[cp]+ := [VI (g) cp]+ '

([cp]+, [1/J]+)~+:=

J (cp(p) , Ih(p) 1/J(p))1t Mo(dp).

(60)

c+

REMARK B.2.12: Using the same arguments as in Remark B.2.5, for each component
of the tensor product it is easy to see that
and (-, .)~+ are well defined.

V;

THEOREM B.2.13.A linear map tJ>+: (Sj, UI , (-,.))

(tJ>+cp) (p):=

[0 (Hp ( cpt(p) ) ) L

-+

(Sj~,n' V;, (-,.)~+) defined by

is an isometry that commutes with the represen-

tations (i.e. tJ>+UI

= V; tJ> +).

Proof: Although cp~ is a multi-valued function, any determination of cp~ yields the
same value of (tJ>+cp) (P).
(61)
is a representative of tJ>+cp E Sj~,n in Sj~~. tJ>+ is therefore bijective.
Finally, for 9

= (A, a) E l.l3~

and cp E Sj,
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(P+U,(g) ",)(P)

~ [,-;'" (H;'AHA;"l:,

(V;(g)p+ 'P) (p)

=

[e-iPaDHpDH;1DADH

D H•

-1

AA P

~ [,-;'" (H;'AHA;"l:,
where for the last equation we have used

(® (",* (~A'P)

®(

Du.

.1

'P n

(0 -1

AA p

) )]

))

L'

+

(® ('Pt (~;;'p) L'

®(HO ( 'ljJ~.)

))

) ) E

S)~:n

(62)

(63)

for all 'ljJ E S) .•

COROLLARY B.2.14. V{ acts irreducibly on S)~,n'
B.2.2. Analogous arguments for models with opposite helicity

For the construction of the net of linear submanifolds in the reference space of
the CAR- and CCR-algebras, respectively, the representation associated to models
with opposite helicity is also necessary. For the convenience of the reader we will list
in this case the analogous definitions and results of the preceding section. (The index
1 will be replaced by the index 4.) The choice of the index 4 for this representation
will be justified in Section B.3.l.
On the space S) we define in this section the representation

(U4(g) 'P) (P) := e- ipa e+~(I(A,p) 'P(AA:lp)

(64)

(see Eq. (36)). Further, we consider the tripel (S)~n), V4 , (-,.)1'-):

('P,'ljJ)I'_:=

J ('P(p),{L(P) 'ljJ(P)hi lLo(dp),

(65)

c+

where 'P, 'ljJ E S)~n), (L(p) := rofh(p)ro and ro denotes an anti-unitary involution on
the space H. Finally, let V4 be a representation of 'P~ over S)~n) defined by
(66)
For n

=1

we have the following results.

B.2.1S. Let 'P = ('PI, '(2) E S)~). Then
(i) 11'P111'- = 0 if! (Po - P3) 'Pl(P) = (PI + ip2) 'P2(P) a,e. for lLo(dp).
(ii) S)~) = S)~) Efl S)~), where

LEMMA
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5)~) = span{cp = (CPI, CP2) E 5)~):

(Po - P3) CPI(P) = (PI + ip2) CP2(P)},

5)~ := 5)~) /5)~).

(68)
(69)

DEFINITION B.2.16. Using similar arguments as in Definition B.2.4 and Remark B.2.5
we define on 5)~ a representation V~ of 'P~ and a sesquilinear fonn (., .)~_ byll
(70)

([cpJ-, [1jJJ-)~_:=

J (cp(p),/L(P) 1jJ(P)h{ J.Lo(dp).

(71 )

c+

We conclude the case n = 1 with the following theorem:
THEOREM B.2.17. For n = 1 a linear map iP_:

defined by (iP_cP)(P) := [roHpro (

cp~p) )] _'

cP

(5),
E 5),

U4 ,

C·» ----> (5)~, V~, (-,')~L)

is an isometry that commutes

with the representations (i.e. iP _ U4 = V~ iP _).

In the general case we define
DEFINITION B.2.18. (See analogous statements in Definition B.2.8 and Remark B.2.9.)
(72)

for some function

x} ,
(73)
(74)

DEFINITION B.2.19. On 5)~,n we define representations V~ of 'P~ and a sesquilinear

fonn (., .)~_ as

V~(g)[cpJ- := [V4(g) cpL,
([cpJ-, [1jJJ-)~_:=

J (cp(P), /L(P) 1jJ(P)h{ J.Lo(dp).

(75)
(76)

c+
11The bracket [.]_ denotes the equivalence class with respect to the semi-definite sesquilinear form
(o,')IL'
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The following theorem concludes the section.
THEOREM

B.2.20. The linear map P_:

fined by (p _ 'P)(p) : =

(.f), U4 ,

[Cb (roHpro ('P ~O(p))) ] _

the representations (i.e. P _ U4

(-,.)) -+

(.f)~,n' V~, (-, ')~L) de-

is an isometry that commutes with

= V~ P _).

B.3. Causal and covariant nets of local C* -algebras
In this section we will define the reference spaces hF and hB. In order to construct
causal and covariant nets of local C*-subalgebras of the algebras CAR(h F , T) and
CCR(h B, (T), it is sufficient to specify nets of linear submanifolds in the corresponding
reference spaces that satisfy the properties (O)p-(III)F and (I)B-(III)B of Section 2,
respectively.
In the following 0, 0 1 and O2 denote open and bounded regions of the Minkowski space.

B.3.1. Representations of ~ ~
Consider on CO' (lR. 4 ,H) the following representations of ~ ~. We define for
E Co (lR.

4

, H)

and 9

f

= (A, a) E ~~
(T1(g) f)(x):= DA f(AA1(X - a)),
(77)

(T2(g) f)(x) := D A f(AA1(X - a).
Define then T(g) := T1(g) tt: T 2 (g), which is a representation of ~~ on CO'(lR. 4 , H) tb
COO (lR. 4 , H).
Furthermore, define the following unitary strongly continuous representations on
.f)~,n or .f) ~ ,n:

(V; (g)['P] + ) (p) :=

[e- ipa DA 'P (AA1p) 1+'

(V; (g) ['P]+) (p) := [ e ipa D4 'P ("1A1p) 1+'
(V; (g) ['P]-) (p) := [ eipa D4 'P (AA1p) l-

.

(78)

(V~(g)['P]-) (p):= [e- ipa DA 'P (AA1p)L·
where 9

E

~~ and ['P]±

E

.f)~,n·
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B.3.2. The Fermi case (n odd)

B.3.2.1. CAR-algebras

We consider the complex Hilbert space hF :=jj~.n Efljj~.n Efljj~.n Efljj~.n with a scalar
product defined by

([IP], ['lj;])F := ([IP1]+, ['lj;d+)~J+ + ([IP2]+, ['lj;2]+)~J+ +

+([IP3]-, ['lj;3]-)~_ + (['P4]-, [1/;4]-);,for all [IP] = [IP1h Efl [IP2]+ Efl [IP3]- Efl ['P4]-, [1/;]
As anti-unitary involution we use

(79)

= [1/;1]+ Efl [1/;2]+ Efl [1/;3]- Efl [1/;4]-

E h F.

Note that the definition of r is consistent with the specification of the equivalence
classes [.]+ and [.]_. CAR(hF,r) is then given uniquely.

B.3.2.2. Existence theorems for the local algebras

Using the results of Section B.3.1 we have that the definition
(81 )

specifies a reducible, unitary, strongly continuous representation of 'P~ over h F •
LEMMA

B.3.l. rand VF commute (i.e. rVF(g)

= VF(g)r

for all 9 E

'P~ ).

Proof: The statement of the Lemma is a direct consequence of the definitions of VF
and r.
•

In order to relate the test functions over "position-space" with elements of the
reference space consider the embedding J F :
(JR4, Ji) Efl
(JR4, Ji) ----+ hF, defined by

Ca

Ca

12The hat ~ means the Fourier transformation restricted to the forward light cone C+ (compare also
with Corollary A.1.3 for the massive case).
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The covariance of the net will be based on the following result:
LEMMA B.3.2. The embedding J F intertwines between the representations T and
FF

(i.e. JFT(g)

= VF(g)J F

for all g

E

11~).

Proof: Apply the definitions of T, VF and J F and for all

1 E Co (JR. 4 • H)

use the

relations:

[J+ (T1(g)l)

L=

[J-(TAg)I)L

[J_(T1(g)I)L =

V; (g)[J+fJ+.

= ~«g)[J-fJ .

[J+

~i(g)[J-fJ+.

(83)

(T (g)l) L = V~ (g)[J+IL .
2

•

Define the net of linear submanifolds of hF by

Jlt4 :J 0

f----7

MF(O)

I,

:= span {JF(fl 8712):

THEOREM B.3.3. The net 0
(III)}' of Section 2.

f---+

o

E C (JR. 4 ,H). SUPpli

c O. i

=

1.2}.

(84)

MF(O) satisfies the properties (O)F, (I)F, (II)F and

Proof: The T -invariance of lIlF ( 0) is trivial from the definition of r and the
isotony property is also clear.
To prove the covariance property of the net use Lemma B.3.2 and similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem A.3.2.
For the causality choose 1 = h ffi 12, h = hI El) h2 E hF such that SUPPli .lSUPphi'
i = 1,2. Then
IJF(fJ fl.i

h)· JF(h l

J (.1;'(p), ;h(p)hl(p») H J.L()(dp) +

flJ h 2»)F =

c+

+

J (ll( -p). i3+(p)hl( -p») HJ.Lo(dp) + J (fA -p), ,L(p)h2( -P»)H J.L(J(dp) +
ci

c+

+

J (h(p), /L(p)h (p»)H /lo(dp) = 0,

(85)

2

c+

again hy Eq. (13).

•

As in the massive case, using the results of Section 2, we have the following
THl:cOREM B.3.4. The net of C* -algebras defined by
(86)

mtisfies the properties (i)p (ii)F and (iii)F'
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REMARK B.3.5: Notice that a "smaller" causal and covariant net of local C*-algebras can be constructed from a certain local linear submanifold of MF(O):
]R4 :J 0

f-----+

AIF! (0)

:= span {JF(f EB

roJ): J E Cg='(]R4, H), suPpJ c

O}.

(87)

Note that r acts on elements of MFJO) as the identity (i.e. we have that
r (JF(f EB roJ)) = ]F(f EB roJ) for all J E Co (]R4, H»), so the corresponding local
algebra A F , (0) will be generated by self-adjoint elements.

B.3.3. The Bose case (n even)

B.3.3.]. CCR-algebra
Define hB := S:J~,n EB S:J~,n and interpret it as a real space. Consider the following
real-bilinear form: for lP = [lP1]+ EB [lP2]+, 1/; = [1/;1]+ EB [1/;2]+ E hB let

(88)
and define a non-degenerate symplectic form

0"(" ,) := Im(-, '1E'

(89)

LEMMA B.3.6. The representation VB on hB defined by VB := V; EB vd leaves the
symplectic form 0" invariant.

Proof: For [lP] = [lPd+ EB [lP2]+, [1/;] = [1/;d+ EB ['lj!2]+ E hB we have
(VB(g) [lP], VB(g) ['lj!

Jl~ = I V; (g) [ifd+, V; (g) [1/;1]+)'
\

f'+

-

-Ivd(g) [1/;2]+, vd (g) [lP2]+)',
\

Therefore, VB leaves also the symplectic form

1'+
0"

= ([lP],

[1/;Jl~.

(90)

invariant.

_

B.3.3.2. Existence theorem for the local algebras
] B:

Let T1 and J± be defined as in Sections B.3.1 and B.3.2. Consider an embedding
Co (]R4 , H) ----+ hB defined by the equation
(91)

for all f E CO'(]R4, H),
The covariance will be based on the following
LEMMA B.3.7. The embedding JB intertwines between Tl and VB (i.e.

JBT)

= Vn]B)'
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•

Proof: Use relations (83).
Define the net of linear submanifolds of hE by

]R4 ~ 0

t--->

MB(O):::;:: span {JBi:

THEOREM B.3.8. The net 0
of Section 2.

f-+

i E C8"'(]R4, 7-{), suppi

c O} .

(92)

MB(O) satisfies the properties (I)B, (II)B and (III)B

Proof: Isotony is trivially satisfied and for the covariance use Lemma B.3.7 and
analogous arguments as in Theorem A.3.2.
To prove the causality property, choose the test functions i, h E Co (]R4 ,7-{) such
that suppi .lsupp h. Then
\JBi,

JBh!~::;::

J (j(p), !3+(p)h(p»)

7-t

/-Lo(dp) -

c+

- J (f<-P),fh(p)h(-p»)7-t/-Lo(dp)::;:: 0,

(93)

c+

again by Eq. (12). Therefore, (]" (JBt, JBh) ::;:: 0 and the net is causal.

•

Again, following Section 2 one has
THEOREM B.3.9. The net of C* -algebras defined by

]R4 ~ 0

t--->

AB(O) :::;:: C* ({vl/(ip):

ip E 1\IB(O)})

(94)

satisfies the properties (i)B, (ii)B and (iii)B.

B.4. Fock states and spectrality condition
As in Part A the Fock states for the fermionic models will be characterized by
basis projections. In the Bose case we will specify an internal complexification, which
characterizes the Fock state with spectrality condition.

B.4.1. The Fermi case
The statemant of the problem is analogous as in Section A.4.I. Define the following operator on hF:

P([ipl]+ EB [ip2]+ EB

[ip3]~ EB [ip4]~):=

[ipl]+ EB 0 EB 0 EB

[ip4]~

for all [ipl]+ EB [ip2]+ EB [ip3]~ EB [ip4]~ E h F ·
LEMMA B.4.I. P is a basis projection, i.e. P + r

pr::;::

ll, that commutes with VF .

Proof: This is a direct consequence of the definitions of P, rand VF.

•
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The Hilbert space !i)p, associated to the representation 7rp characterized by the
basis projection P, is the antisymmetric part of the Fock space constructed from Ph F
~ !i);,.+ El:' !i);,.~,
THEOREM

BA.2. The automorphisms

o' g ,

9

EO 'l3~,

are unitarily imple"!!!!!table on

!i) p, i. e. there exists a strongly continuous unitary representation Q(.) of
such that

for all
Furthermore, for all a

EO IR4, Qa

'l3 ~ on

!i) p

(95)

satisfies the spectrality condition.

Proof: The proof uses the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem A4.2. The
unitarities implementing the Bogoliubov automorphisms are now the second quantization
of V; (g) EB V~ (g) on the antisymmetric part of the Fock space over !i)p.
•
B.4.2. The Bose case

One may choose the internal complexification J defined by J (['Pl]+ EB ['P2]+) :=
[i;pd+ EB [~i'P2]+ for all ['Pl]+ EB ['P2]+ E hB. Similar arguments as in Section A4.2
show that this choice specifies a Fock state where the spectrality condition is satisfied.
The Bogoliubov automorphisms O' g generated by VG(g) are implemented by the second
quantization of VB(g) on the symmetric Fock space over hG, considered as a Hilbert
space with the scalar product characterized by J.
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